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PRESENTATION OF THE 1967ROEBLING MEDAL OF
THE MINERALOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA TO
LINUS PAULING
Hopkins
J. D. H. DoNNav, Department oJ Chemistry, The Johns
(JniversilY, B altimore, M arYland'
Mr. Presid,ent,Fell,owMembersond,Gueslsof l.heMineralogical Sociely of
Amer,i.ca:
Linus Carl Pauling is an Oregonian. He was born in Portland on
February 28, lg0l. He earned his bachelors degree in t922 at oregon
State College,married his June bride in 1923, and receivedhis Ph'D. in
1925 at the California Institute of Technology. There he stayed on as a
FeIIow of the National Research Council. In Europe for postdoctoral
study, he worked in Munich, Copenhagen,and Zurich under the sponsorship of the GuggenheimFoundation. Back home in 1927,he reachedthe
.a.rk of full professor four years later, in less than half the minimum
timel 1931 was also the year in which he received his first token of professional recognition-the Langmuir prize of the American Chemical
Society. Honors came to him, dribbling at first, then pouring' By now
he has accumulated 2 unshared Nobel prizes, 17 medals (the last one, the
Linus Pauling medal of the northwestern section of the American Chemical Society, named after him and of which he was the first recipient, was
awarded to him less than a year ago), and 28 honorary degrees:the
prestigious M.A. from Oxford and doctorates of all kinds, among which
I a- happy to note one from my Belgian alma mater (LiBge,1955)'He
has been elected to countless academies,both foreign and domestic. A
zeolite has been named after him: paulingite (1960), which has the
largestcubic cell on record,(o:35.10 A). rn 1963,when he left the Gates
and.Crellin Laboratories, after an associationof over 40 years, the Ameri-

San Diego.
The short account of Dr. Pauling's career and honors to date will
illuminate the remark I overheard a while ago, "This Mineralogical
Society of America certainly is not taking any chances: it wants to be
sure whom it gives a medal to!" Yes, indeed.Our Roebling medal is not
intended to encouragepromising young men (we have a special award
for this purpose), it is meant to reward solid achievementl In this respect oui 1967 candidate should give no cause for concern; he is the
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safestbet ever, for the list of his achievementsexceedseven that of his
honors.
scientistsin many fieldshave reasonsto be gratefr"rlto professorpauling. In fact his interests range so far afield that competentry to anaryze
all his contributions would require another pauling. Let me, at least,
remind you of the fields of endeavorin which he himself admits taking
an interest: crystal structures,molecular structures,line spectra,quantum chemistry, molecular rotation in crystals, ionic radii, theory of
stability of complex crystals,proteins and helices,in short the vast subject of the chemical bond; turning toward biology and medicine: the
relation betweendiseaseand molecular abnormality, immunochemistry,
sickle-cell anemial in other fields, structural problems of metars and
alloys, ferromagnetism.
ProfessorPauling has written eight books. Let me recalr their titles:
The Slructure of Line Spectra, with S. Goudsmit (1930); Introd.uctionto
QuantumMechanics,wrth E. B. Wilson (1935);TheNatwreoftheChemicat
Bond.(1939,'40, '60) l General,Chem,istry(1947, ,53)-a book so revolutionary for its time that it could properly be dubbed the first novel chemistry textbook since the days of Lavoisierl-followed by a specialpresentation for younger students, CollegeChemisiry (1950, '55, '64). The
Iast book, also intended for the use of students,is a shortenedversion of
the 1939 work: it is entitled rhe chemical Bond.,A Brief Introd,uctionto
Modern structural chemistry (1967). The next-to-last book signed jointly
with the illustrator Roger Hayward, was The Archr,tectureof Molecules
(1965). The antepenultimateone was written in quite a different vein;
it is entitled "No MoreWar!" (1958,'62) and throws abundant light on
another major interest in its author's life.
whereas Dr. Pauling receivedhis Nobel Prize (1954)in chemistry for
his investigation of the powers that bind substancestogether, he was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize (L962) for his fight against nuclear
weapons.Having found out why atoms hold together,he showedus why
men should stick together. His signature heads the list of some 13,000
signatures of scientists from all over the world, pleading for an end to
nuclear testing. The conclusionof the Test-Ban treaty between ussR
and usA is due, in no small measure,to his leadership.professor pauling
is a great peacemaker, worthy of the noble title that the worrd Felrowship of Religions bestowed upon him in 1966, ,,the Supreme peace
Sponsor."
Some people have asked me, "Why give Pauling one more medal? Will
not our modest homagelook like an anticlimax?" There are at least rwo
reasonswhy we should be allowed to offer it to him. The first one: while
it is true that he was elected"Correspondant pour la Min6ralogie', by
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the Academy of Sciencesof Paris as early as 1948,neverthelessthere is
not a single mineralogicalmedal in his present-daymedalary' He has
been recognizedby universities,colleges,societies,academies,institutes,
foundations, and governments; he has been recognizedby chemists,
biochemists,physicists,physicians,artists, jurists, clerics,and educators'
Our own profession,which owes him so much, cannot tarry, cannot be
ungrateful any longer: it is high time we jumped on the band wagon!
In 30 years Professor Pauling has published many more than 30
mineral structures. Had he done nothing else in his life, he would go
down in history as a great mineraiogist.He published the structure of
molybdenite (with Dickinson, 1923) when he was a first-year graduate
student. You all know how, with his co-workers, he went through
mineral sulfides, sulfosalts, halides, tellurides, oxides, and silicates,
among which I would especially like to recall the micas and other platy
species,along with such other beauties as zunyite, sodalite-helvite,the
scapolitesand the zeolites.In an era when determining a crystal structure consistedin two steps:(1) guessit, (2) prove it, Dr. Pauling not only
gave us all these mineral structures,he also taught us how to guessa
structure and provided us with the Pauling Rules to check it or disprove
it. (At this juncture, for the sake of completeness,I should perhaps
mention the Pauling Point, which somefacetiouscritic has definedas the
point beyond which a simple theory evaporateslNeedlessto say, ProfessorPauling himself, who has cooked up so many simple theoriesfor
us, has always managed to keep them well below the pauling point I)
Throughout his versatile career he never lost interest, either in our
scienceor in our society, in which he holds life membership.He even
gave his only daughter in marriage to one of us. (No, I will not mention
any name: I just want to take credit for the profession!)
The secondreasonwhy we can presume to add our medal to all the
previous ones comes to me as a child,hood memory. When a French
generalhas receivedall the highest decorations,including the Legion of
Honor, there is one more med.alhe can get: that is the MAdai.llemi,litaire,
normally awarded to privates and non-commissionedofficers. I remember when Marshal Foch received this medal, at the end of the first
world war, and how it was pinned on his tunic by one oI his soldiers.
Mwlatis mutand,isI would like to think that our medal will be Dr. Pauling's Madoille militaire. We want to present it to him, with respect and
affection, mainly but not only for the tremendous contributions he has
made to the scienceof mineralogy: coming as it doesso late in his career,
this medal should be considereda tribute to his whole life, to his human
qualities, to his integrity as a scientist and as a citizen, to the simple
couragewith which he speakshis mind, to the higher patriotism (to use
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Senator Fulbright's phrase) that guides his actions, and.to the inspiration he has given us by showing us the way.
Mr. President,it is my honor to presentto you the choiceof our society
as 1967Roebling medalist, ProfessorLinus paulinq.
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ACCEPTANCE OF THE ROEBLING MEDAL OF THE
MINERALOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA
LrNus P.nurrNc, Reael,le
College,Uniaersity oJ California,
San Diego.
Mr. President,ProfessorDonnay, Lad.iesantl,Gentlemen:
I appreciategreatly the award to me of the Roebling Medal, and I
thank the Mineralogical Society of America for it.
I am especiallypleasedto receive this award becauseof my love for
minerals. r shall quote the first paragraph of a lecture on molecular diseasethat r gave at the annual meeting of the American orthopsychiatric
Society in 1949: "I like people.I like animals, too-whales and quails,
dinosaursand dodos; r am sorry that r shall never seea living dinosaur
or dodo. I like trees; I hope that the giant redwoodswill not all be cut
down. I like microorganisms.I like crystals-minerals, such as calcite,
rhodochrosite,pyrite, zwyite,lazulite. I do not like to think about the
tons of beautiful crystals of galena, az.urite,and malachite being mined
and smelted to make the lead and copper used in unnecessarilygleal
amounts in our expandingtechnologicalcivilization."
I rememberthat when my wife and I visited Dr. Albert Schweitzerin
Lambarene a number of years ago I suggestedto him that his principle
of reverencefor life ought to be extendedto include minerals,and perhaps
could be named the principle of reverencefor the world. Dr. Schweitzer
said that he agreed with me.
My interest in minerals began fifty-four years ago, when for about a
year I made an effort to collect minerals, after having devoted myself to
insectsthe precedingyear. I was not very successful,becauseI did not
know how to find the interestingmineralsin the Willamette Valley, near
Portland, Oregon. I was not a keen enough observer to find such a
beautiful and interesting new mineral as cavansite, which Dr. L. W.
Staplestold us about yesterday.I was limited in my means of transportation to a bicycle and the steam train that ran from Portland to Oswego,
seven miles away, where my grandparents lived. At the end of the year
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I was introduced to the wonders of chemistry by a friend of mine, my
own age (thirteen). For two years, beginning when I was sixteen,I was
a student in the School of Mines in the Oregon Agricultural College,
Corvallis. I remember a courseof lecturesby Dr. E. K. Soper,Dean of
the Schoolsof Mines, on mining geology, and a course of laboratory
work on blowpipe analysis and fire assay.
In 1922 I became a graduate student in chemistry in the California
Institute of Technology. My first published scientific paper was a report
of the determination of the structure of molybdenite, which I carried out
with RoscoeGilkey Dickinson. The first determination of the stmcture
of a mineral in the United Stateshad been done in Pasadena,five years
earlier.C. Lalor Burdick had been a student at the MassachusettsInstitute of Technologyand had gone to Europe to obtain his doctorate.'Ihe
increasingprobability that the United Stateswould enter the war caused
him to leave the continent for a stay in England, where he had some
experiencein operating a Bragg X-ray spectrometer.On his return to
M.I.T. he built a Bragg spectrometer,and then, when, after a few
months, he moved to Pasadena,at the invitation of A. A. Noyes, Chairman of the Division of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering in the
California Institute of Technology,he built another X-ray spectrometer
and, with the cooperationof Dr. James H. Ellis, carried out a structure
determination of chalcopyrite.(Fifteen years Iater I suggestedto one of
my graduate students,L. O. Brockway, that he carry out a reinvestigation of chalcopyrite in order to determine the parameter with greater
accuracy. He found that Burdick and Ellis had made an error, and had
reported a wrong distribution of copper and iron atoms over the zinc
positionsof sphelerite.The correct structure was reported by Brockway
and me in 1933.)The papers on chalcopyriteby Burdick and Ellis were
publishedin l9l7 . Together with the X-ray powder diffraction studiesof
metals by Hull, they constitute the first X-ray diffraction work done in
the United States. When I became a graduate student Dickinson and
his associateshad determined the structures of a number of crystals,
including several containing coordination complexesand the first organic
substance(hexamethylenetetramine) to have its precise molecular structure determined. I began searchingfor crystals that would be susceptible
to X-ray examination by the methods then being used. Dickinson had
been successfulin determining the structuresof cubic crystals of moderate complexity, such that some of the atoms, lying on symmetry axes,
could be locatedin the unit cell by the determinationof one or two parameters from the intensities of the X-ray reflections.It was considereda
great feat when Dickinson succeededin determining the five parameters
locatins the atoms in tin tetraiodide.At that time the effort was made to
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use rather large crystals, between five millimeters and ten millimeters in
diameter. Successiveorders of X-ray diffraction were observed from the
developed faces, and other faces were ground on the crystal for this
purpose.Also, thin sections,from 0.1 to 0.5 millimeters thick, were prepared by grinding, in order that Laue photographsmight be made. The
principal technique in Pasadena at that time was the analysis of Laue
photographs, with use of the methods that had been developed by
Nishikawa and Wyckoff.
I made a search of the literature for suitable cubic crystals and synthesizedabout fifteen substancesfor X-ray examination.My first X-ray
photograph, made on 28 October 1922, was a rotation photograph of a
rather large crystal of potassium nickel sulfate, KrNiz(SO4)3,which I
had synthesized by melting potassium sulfate and anhydrous (dehydrated) nickel sulfate in an electric furnace that I had built myself. By
slowly cooling the melt r had obtained crystals about 5 millimeters in
diameter. The size of the unit cell and the space-groupsymmetry showed
that the determination of the structure of the crystal would require the
evaluation of nineteen parameters, and r went on to another substance.
(Potassium nickel sulfate is now known to have the langbeinite strucrure,
determined a few years ago.) r then grew large crystals of an intermetallic compound, sodium dicadmide, by dissolving some cadmium in
molten sodium and allowing the melt to cool slowly, over a period of
about a day. When the excesssodium was dissolvedaway with absolute
ethanol, octahedral crystals of the cubic intermetallic compound about
5 millimeters on edge were obtained. Sodium dicadmide was an even
bigger failure, its cubic unit of structure having an edge over 30 A, and
containing more than one thousand atoms. r worked on this intermetalIic compound from time to time during a period of thirty-five years,
until the structure was determined about four years ago by Dr. Sten
Samson,in Pasadena.
After two months work and unsuccessfulefforts with fi.fteencrystals r
was rescued by Dickinson, who obtained a specimen of molybdenite
from the chemistry stockroom. He cleaved a pebble, about 1 centimeter
in diameter, glued the cleavage to a glass slide, and cleaved again to
obtain a thin plate, essentiallvundistorted. With this plate he and f prepared rotation photographs and Laue photographs, and determined the
structure of the mineral. The molybdenum atoms were found to lie
in fixed positions and the sulfur atoms along the threefold axes, at positions determined by a single parameter. The structure of molybdenite
was a pleasing one, in that molybdenite turned out to be the first substancefound to have trigonal prismatic coordination of non-metal atoms
around a metal atom.
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During the next thirteen years I investigatedsixty-three minerals by
X-ray diffraction, and publishedstructure determinationsfor about half
this number. One of the early studieswas a careful determination of the
two-paranreterstructure of hematite and corundum, which I carried out
in collaboration with another graduate student, Sterling B. Hendricks.
From 1928on many of my studiesof minerals were carried out with use
of specimensfrom the Oppenheimer collection. I had met Robert
Oppenheimerin Germany in 1927,and discussedmy work on the structure of minerals, as well as other scientific problems, with him after he
came to California.He presentedhis fine collectionof specimensof about
one thousand minerals to me. Having these mineral specimensat hand
probably contributed to stimulate me to investigate them, rather than
synthetic chemicalsubstances.
In 1922 I had become interested in the problem of the general principles determining the structuresof inorganic crystals, and had made a
surve)r of the available information about interatomic distances.The
large body of additional information provided by many X-ray investigators, especiallyW. L. Bragg and his coworkers,as well as by our own
studiescould, I decided,be interpretedby the applicationto the problem
of the theory of quantum mechanicsthat was developedin 1925' The
successof this effort for the silicates and oxide minerals suggestedthat a
similar attack should be made on the sulfide minerals. On 2 February
lg34 I wrote a letter to ProfessorsA. A. Noyes and J. P. Buwalda (Buwalda was the chairman of the Division of Geology in the california
Institute of Technology),asking them to communicateto the Geological
Society of America an application for a grant from the Penrose Fund of
$4800over a three-yearperiod ($1200 for apparatusplus $1200per year
for salary of a post-doctoralfellow). Three of the paragraphsof my letter
are the following:
,'In the years 1927 to 1932 I was very much interested in the structure of the crystals of
the silicates and related minerals, and devoted much effort to the study of
this subject. This work vas brought at that time to some degree to its conclusion by the
formulation of a set of structural principles for complex ionic crystals. Since than f have
been attacking the problem of the sulfide minerals, with the hope of ultimately reaching a
similar understanding of the general principles determining their structure, composition,
and properties. This program has progressed slowly; my students and I have determined
the structure of chalcopyrite, sulvanite, binnite, enargite, tetradymite, and stannite'
,,However, the investigation of more complex crystals and of minerals that do not
crystallize well requires some apparatus that we do not possess, in addition to that at
hand, and involves extensive and laborious graphical and numerical calculations May I
request that you communicate to the Geological Society of America an application for a
grant of money to permit the intensive prosecution of this investigation during the next
three years?
the
"With this aicl I would pian to carry out during the year ending June 30, 1935,
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complete structure determination of pyragyrite, proustite, pentlandite, covellite, chalcocite, and the minerals of the niccolite group (niccolite, pyrrhotite, breithauptite, etc.).
Preliminary X-ray studies have been made on all of these minerals, which indicates that
their careful investigation should provide especially valuable information regarding the
general nature of the sulfide structures; I believe that the completion of this program would
do much to bring the same clarity into the field of sulfide minerals as has been reached for
the silicates."

On 11 April 1934 I receivedfrom Waldemar Lindgren the following
letter:
"Dear Mr. Pauling: Referring to your application, No. 193, for research on the crystal
structures of sulfide minerals for an allotment of $4800 over two years from the Penrose
Fund of the G.S.A., the Projects Committee regrets that it cannot approve this application
because preliminary to the beginning of the work there must be a large amount of money
expended on apparatus. It would seem to be up to the Pasadena Institute of Technology
to provide such apparatus.
Very sincerely yours, Waldemar Lindgren, Chairman, Projects Committee, G.S.A."

I wrote to ProfessorLindgren on 17 April 1934,saying that the California Institute of Technology had spent $8000 already to provide us
with oscillating crystal apparatus, Laue apparatus, and other pieces of
apparatus, and that the $1200 requested for apparatus was to permit
construction of a WeissenbergX-ray goniometer and a powder apparatus. I asked, however, that the application be changed by deleting the
sum of $1200for apparatus, retaining only the sum of $3600for the salary
of a postdoctoral researchassistant for three years, at $1200 per year. (I
may mention that the salary $1200per year for a full-time postdoctoral
researchassistantshowsthe effect of the great depressionof the 1930's;
before 1930a salary of $1800per year was consideredproper. AIso, ProfessorLindgren's mention of two years was an error on his part.) I then
wrote again on 12 July 1934,repeating my request for considerationof
this grant of $1200 a year for three years for the salary of a post-doctoral
assistant. I did not receive an answer to either of these letters.
At about this time, however, I had become interested in hemoglobin,
and had worked out a theory of the interaction of hemoglobin and oxygen. The Rockefeller Foundation came to our aid with a grant. Charles
D. Coryell and I determined the magnetic susceptibility of hemoglobin,
and obtained the interesting result that venous blood is paramagnetic,
whereas'arterialblood is diamagnetic.These magnetic studiesled to the
conclusion that the iron atoms in oxyhemoglobin are attached to six
surrounding atoms in the same way as the iron atoms in pyrite are attached to the six neighboringsulfur atoms.
The foregoing episodesuggeststhat granting agenciescan influence the
progress of science.I must say that I do not know to what extent the
interest of the RockefellerFoundation in organic chemistry, biochemistry,
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and biology and the lack of interest of both the Rockefeller Foundati<-rn
and the Geological Society of America in the structure of the sulfide
minerals influenced my career. It is a fact that, although we continued to
do some work on the sulfide minerals during the five following years (the
structuresof proustite,pyrargyrite, and tetradymite were determinedby
David Harker, and some other sulfide structureswere also determined),
I have never got around to making a really thorough attack on the problem of their structure. My last paper in this field, publishedin 1965,was
a theoreticaldiscussionof the problem posedby sulvanite, whose structure we had determinedover thirty years earlier.
In 1930and the immediately following years I made an effort to have a
staff member interested in X-ray mineralogy given a joint appointment
in chemistry and geology.I suggestedthat this appointment be offered to
an outstandinglyable young man who had beena student of V. M. Goldschmidt. The Division of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering was
willing that such an appointment be made, but the geologistswere not
interested.
In1934 ProfessorAlexander N. Winchell came to Pasadena,on sabbatical Ieave from Minnesota. Together with Dr. H. P. Klug and me he
carried out a determinationof the crystal structure of swedenborgite.An
account of this work was published in The Amer'ican Minerologist |or
1935;for somereasonthis is the only one of my structure determinations
of minerals that was publishedin this journal.
I have had a couple of graduate students in geology working with me.
The first one was Maple Delos Shappell. He and I determined the structure of bixbyite in the early 1930s.I was astonished to discover, in the
courseof this investigation,that the positionsof the metal atoms in bixbyite are snch that there are two physically quite distinct structures possible with exactly the same set of interatomic distances.Just as I was
wondering about this, I noticed an abstract of a paper that was scheduled to be given by Lindo Patterson, in which he said that he had proved
that there could not be any pairs of physically distinct (and not enantiomorphous) structures with the same set of interatomic distances.After I
had written to Pattersonabout the bixbyite casehe changedhis paper to
a discussionof the conditions under which such pairs of structures might
exist.
I continue to find pleasure in Iooking at minerals, and thinking about
their structures. Again I thank the Mineralogical Society of America for
conferring the Roebling Medal upon me.
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PRESENTATION OF THE MINERALOGICAL SOCIETY
OF AMERICA AWARD FOR 1967TO
ALFRED E. RINGWOOD
Bnrl.N Mesou, U. S. l{ational Museuru,Washington,D. C.
Mr. Presid.enl,Fellow Members,anrl Gwesls:
A year ago in San Francisco,I, as your then president,was privileged
to ask Dr. Pecorato introduce the recipient of the Mineralogical society
of America Award. Today I find myself elevatedto his position. Appropriately enough,the requestto perform the pleasantduty of introducing
the first Australian to receivethis award reachedme in
July in central
Australia, where r was engagedon a collecting expeditionfor the u. S.
National Museum.
Alfred Edward Ringwood (better known to many of you as Ted) was
born and educatedin the state of victoria. Even before he receivedhis
Ph.D. from the university of Melbourne in 1956,he had published two
significantpapers on the principlesgoverning trace element distribution
during magmatic crystallization.rn thesepapers he discussedthe influenceof electronegativelyand complexformation in modifying the classical Goldschmidt rules. Since then a steady flow of papers,incorporating
experimentai results, mineralogical and petrological observations,new
ideas and hypotheses(someof them outrageous,accordingto reviewers)
has appearedunder his name, until at the present time his bibriography
comprisesalmost one hundred publications.curiously enough,only one
of thesehas appearedin our own journal, and he is not even a member of
our society.we are about to rectify the situation by meansof this award.
Now we are getting him into the society,r suggestthat our Feilowship
committee observehis progressand considerelevatinghim from member
to fellow.
After graduation from the University of Melbourne, he did postgraduate researchat Harvard in 1957-58,returning to Australia in 1959
as senior ResearchFellow in the Department of Geophysicsat the Australian National university in canberra. He has been associatedwith
that remarkableinstitution sincethen, having recently been advancedto
the position of Professorof Geochemistry.r say remarkableinstitution
advisedly-a post World War II creation, its meteoric rise to a high
place among the world's great universitiesis evidently in large part a
result of the remarkablequality of its faculty, and the facilitiesand freedom provided for research.r can testifv as to the freedom-when r am
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visiting Canberra he is always somewhereelsel However, he claims the
same is true for me when he visits this counlry, although we have managed to coordinateour movementsfor this event.
Sincefew of you are likely to go out and browse through his many publications to seewhy he is receiving this award, I should briefly outline his
major fieldsof research.Most of you' I am sure,associatehim with highpressurephase transformationsand their bearing on the constitution of
the mantle, a theme on which he expoundedbrilliantly in this morning's
geochemistrysession.In 1930 V. M. Goldschmidt observedthat magnesium orthogermanate,MguGeOr,had two polymorphs one with the
structure of olivine and one with that of spinel. In 1936 J' D. Bernal
suggestedthat olivine itself might show a similar polymorphism, inverting to the denser spinel structure at some depth within the earth's
mantle. This was merely an intriguing speculationuntil Dr' Ringwood
took it up. In 1956 he calculatedthat MgzSiO+should transform into a
spinel structure at pressuresof about 175 kilobars at about 1500"C.
These conditionswere unattainable in the laboratory at that time, so he
turned his attention to similar compounds that might transform at
lower pressuresand temperatures.In 1958he produced this transformation in fayalite, FezSiO+,at 600oC and 38 kilobars. Since that time, by
careful selectionof isomorphouscompounds,he has pushed his experimental results closer to the Mgzsior composition,until in 1966 he was
able to announce the synthesisof a spinel-like X{grSiOaat 970"C and
170 kilobars, a brilliant confirmation of his 1956prediction.
This, however, is only one facet of his many contributions to our science.He has elucidatedmany other high-pressurephasetransformations,
and by coordinating these results with the geologicaland geophysical
data has provided a comprehensiveaccount of the composition and evolution of the mantle, and of the genesisof basalticmagmas.He has written
extensivelyon the chemical evolution of the earth, of meteorites,and of
planets.In addition, he holds a patent on the production of rutile from
ilmenite and related oresl
Equally at home in the deep earth and in deep space,he may well be
characterized by a line from Gilbert and Sullivan "What a very singularly deep young man this deep young man must be."
Mr. President,it is my great privilege to presentDr' A. E. Ringwood,
recipient of the Mineralogical Society of America Award tor 1967.
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OF
ACCEPTANCE OF THE MINERALOGICAL SOCIETY
1967
AMERICA AWARD FOR
(Jnitsersity,Canberra'
ArrnEp E. RrNcwooo, Australian l{attonal
Mr. Presid'enl,Dr. Mason, Lad'iesanil Gentlemen:
a
It was a particular pleasureto have been introduced by Dr' Mason'
occathis
on
least
at
that
glad,
indeed,
very
I'm
friend of long standing.

non-Americans.I would like to pay tribute to this'
was
Since most of the work for which the present Award was made
some
of
be
might
it
University,
National
Australian
carried out at the
of
interest if I describeour department there and also mention something
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have been fortunate enough to experience,and I would like to acknowledgemy great indebtednessto J. C' Jaegerand to my colleaguesat the

kb) and in experimental petrogenesis.Removed as we are by some considerable distance from the mainstream of researchin experimental petrology, we have developed a philosophy which I find difiers slightly
from that in some U.S. laboratories.One aspectof this concernsthe investigation of relatively simple two-, three-, and four-component systems
to
as contrasted with the investigation of natural rock systems.It seems

i.g'
I b.li"rr. that this view neglects the order which is observed in descriptive petrology. Although, for example,the compositionsof basalts
',ru.y orr.i a fairly wide range, petrologists have long recognizedcertain
well-defined sub-classesof basaltic magmas, and deduced that these

behavior over a wide range of temperatures and pressures'
This was the initial approach of some of the early experimental petrologists of the late Nineteenth century. But they were forced to abandon
it for technical reasonsand becauseof an inadequate realization of the
enormous influence of pressure upon crystallization equilibria. Today
ihe situation is different: we have apparatus available which permits the
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complexnatural rock systemsas a function of pressureand temperature.
The marriageof the electronprobe to high p-T investigationsoi natural
rock systems gives us the capacity to solve many of the most fundamental problems of petrology. r hope in the future that more and m.re
petrologistswill use this capacity.
r would like to emphasizeat this point that r am not in any senseattempting to detract from the value of investigationsin simple systems.
Such investigationsare absolutelyindispensabrefor the detailed understanding and interpretation of petrologicaland mineralogicalequilibria,
and our presentknowledgein thesefieldsis mainly basedupon resultsin
simple systems.rn my own case,alr the ANU work on phasetransformations at pressuresabove 100 kb has been carried out in simple systems.
The point I am making is that these two types of investigatitns are
complementaryand that the one is rarely completewithout ihe other.
Mr. President,theseare excitingdays for the experimentalpetrologist.
we now have the capacity to reproduceunder controlled conditions in
the laboratory the entire range of p-T conditionsexisting in the mantle
down to a depth of about 600 km. Soon,we will be probing still deeper.
we have already learned a great dear about the different kinds of phase
transformations-both solid-solidand solid-liquid,which largely control
the constitution of the mantle down to 600 km, and the origin of magmas.
But this is merely the top of the iceberg.who knows that the next 10
vears will bring?
Thank you for your reception and particularly to Dr. Mason for his
generousintroduction.
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one son.
His careerspansover half a century. He entersthe university of Libge
in 1892, where he registers as a pre-engineeringstudent. His first aca-

